ABSTRACT We obtain a collection of multilinear Littlewood-Paley estimates, which we then apply to two problems in partial differetial equations. The first problem is the estimation of the square root of an elliptic operator In divergence form, and the second is the estimation ofsolutions to the Cauchy problem for nondivergenceform parabolic equations.
lem ofKato is to show the boundedness ofT firom the Sobolev space, H1(R") = {u E L2(RP):Vu E L2(R"), into L'(R"). In the case n = 1, Coifman et aL- (2) proved the boundedness of T"'. In this paper we prove that, for all n, Th is bounded provided -A(x) is sufficiently close to the identity matrix in L norm.
Our second application is to a priori estimates for solutions to the inital-value problem for parabolic equations in nondivergence form. Let L = E, I~j)2;4@, t z . E R")* in which the matrix A(t,x) = (aj(t,x)) is complex valued, bounded, uniformly continuous, and uniformly elliptic. For g E C"(R), let u(xt) be the solution to the Cauchy problem Lu =O in ST = (OT X I', u(0,X) = g. It has been shown in ref. LetA(x)be afumction firom R* tocomplex n X n matriceswith bounded, measurable entries such at for some > 0, (ii) k' Q({)I s (felIT'for.-fl 5 ,
Ia" e)I S A-.ele-for Id 2 1, I sd'.
(iv) Ia '(e)ls AIfl-I*1for iei< 1, lal s d':
(Pi is the operator with symbol tf(t) and similarlyfor Q^.)
The proof of Theorem 2 is by induction on k. We will first state several lemmas and use them to prove the theorem. LEMMA 2. Let R, P, and P be as in-Lemma we assume the result for J. 5 k and check-it for k + 1.
Step 1 We apply Lemmas 2 and 4 (part i) to the finite sum and the induction assumption on the terms of the infinite sum to obtain (jjQ|; jQ,{Q2r(b)j(I _-PSkf ) ' BCk+ .
From this a similar bound for the integral term immediately follows.
We now wish to bound We now pass to the proof of the lemmas. We need one additional remark LEMMA 5. Suppose R is the operator given in Theorem 2 and K(x -y) is the corresponding kernel of R. Assume P satisfies: fP = 1 and lIaP(x)I< .A/(1 + Ixl)n+&+lalforsome 0 < 8 < Proofof Lemm 3: For simplicity we will prove this lemma in the special casen = 1 with R equal to the Hilberttransfor. The general case is similar. The formula reduces to the case t = 1 by a dilation. Take the Fourier transform of both sides of the formula to obtain
This idqntity follows easily from the support properties of O, P, and P.
The main tools in the proof of Lemma The proof of this theorem will appear elsewhere. In closing, we would like to remind the reader of the vast difference be. tween proving estimate 2 for parabolic operators in divergence form with real coefficients and for those in nondivergence form.
In the first case, aproof follows easily from integration by parts, whereas in our case, the sebond case, integration by parts and self-adjointness are unavailable.
